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Abstract—Simulation and visualization are powerful decision making tools that are time-saving and cost-effective. Space missions pose testing and evaluation challenges that can be overcome through modeling, simulation, and visualization of mission parameters. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA) Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) capitalizes on the benefits of modeling, simulation, and visualization tools through a project initiative called The Mission Planning Lab (MPL).
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Mission Planning Lab (MPL) is a project designed and developed by the NASA Wallops Systems Software Engineering Branch. The purpose of MPL is to use simulation and visualization to aid in the planning and decision making processes of a mission project. MPL is a collection of commercial-off-the-shelf, government-off-the-shelf, and custom software. The commercial software packages that MPL utilizes are Satellite Toolkit (STK), MatLab, ArcGIS, and MS Visual Studio. MPL provides a mathematically correct, visually rich environment that allows realistic simulation, presentation and evaluation of platform selection, flight profiles, and range asset placement. By integrating detailed information on vehicle capabilities, range capabilities, and mission specific objectives, MPL meets several critical needs for the Wallops Research Range, including accurate and timely decisions about vehicle trajectories, attitude maneuvers, and ground range asset placement in order to successfully meet mission objectives.

II. METHODS

The goals of MPL are accomplished through four main techniques: visibility, feasibility, variability, and certainty.

A. Visibility

MPL provides visibility for a mission by representing a variety of mission aspects in visually-rich 2D and 3D environments. Mission aspects that can be visualized in MPL include dynamic, detailed 3D models, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data including high resolution imagery, terrain, and population data, dynamic spacecraft and launch vehicle trajectory and attitude data, magnetic field modeling, radar coverage, and line of sight (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. This image shows how the entire Kletzing/TRICE mission looked after it occurred. Two launch vehicles (orange line and white line) were launched within two minutes of each other to study the magnetic field around the North Pole. Magnetic field lines are shown as dotted yellow lines and radar coverage as yellow, red, green, and blue shaded cones.

Dynamic, detailed 3D models provide engineers and scientists with the ability to see launch vehicle payloads,
sensor locations, and stage separation events (Figs. 2, 3). Using 3D models in combination with vehicle orientation yields a wide variety of analysis capabilities such as reports on solar sensor time in sun and depictions of the field of view of telescopes or other on-board instruments.

GIS data provides visibility to safety personnel and mission managers regarding the effects of a mission on the surrounding area. MPL supports missions that occur in a variety of locations around the globe, from the mountains of Alaska and Norway to the east coast of the United States, which require a wide range of imagery, elevation, and population data. MPL acquires this data from the NASA Wallops Flight Facility’s GIS database, as well as the US Geological Survey.

GIS data includes high resolution imagery, terrain/elevation data, and population density data. High resolution imagery (Fig. 4) illustrates the location of high value assets to be protected, such as buildings and roads, adjacent to launch and impact areas.

Including terrain, or elevation, data in MPL simulations and visualizations increases analysis capabilities for radar coverage around terrain obstacles, such as mountains (Figs. 5, 6). For an accurate radar link budget report, containing line of sight time durations and signal strength among other parameters, it is necessary to import terrain data into a simulation scenario and force radars to abide by the masking rules the terrain presents.

MPL has the capability to ingest some types of raw GIS data files directly or interface with ESRI’s GIS software ArcGIS. The interface with ArcGIS allows information such as blast zones, road blocks, and population centers to be overlaid on the already included map imagery and/or terrain (Fig. 7). One of the advantages of overlaying GIS information using ArcGIS in a simulation scenario is maintaining a manageable file size. The MPL ArcGIS interface allows the scenario to reference the location of the GIS data on a server for overlays. Conversely, including each GIS data file can exponentially increase the file size and disk space required for a simulation or visualization, preventing portability and usability.

B. Feasibility

MPL provides mission decision makers with the knowledge to determine if a mission can be accomplished.
MPL reflects mission feasibility through ground and space-based assets, tracking line of sight to spacecraft or launch vehicles, link margin analysis reports, launch time determination for sunlight requirements, and trajectory formulation to meet mission success criteria.

Ground based assets that MPL includes are radar tracking stations, telemetry transmitting and receiving stations, and camera optics stations. Using basic knowledge of these stations, such as latitude, longitude, and altitude, allows MPL to calculate line of sight from the ground station to the launch vehicle or spacecraft. The line of sight can be displayed visually, as 3D graphics (Fig. 8), or analytically, as a report file containing data columns. The line of sight report contains information about the start, stop, and duration times of when the vehicle is visible to the ground station, not beyond the horizon.

Line of sight is important for formulating a trajectory to meet mission requirements, such as a specific altitude for payload experiments while maintaining contact with a ground station. Particularly, WFF Range Safety Officers are interested in this constant communication with the launch vehicle and payload for positional data in order to keep high value assets, people and property, safe. Space based assets that MPL includes are networks of communications systems, such as the Deep Space Network (DSN) and the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) (Fig. 9).

For users who need more comprehensive analysis than fundamental line of sight reports, MPL-generated link margin reports provide a better understanding of communication links between launch vehicles, payloads/experiments, and ground stations. Based on vehicle trajectory and attitude, and taking into consideration plume attenuation and ground asset capabilities such as beam...
In this mission, an objective was to perform a payload attitude maneuver to focus the on-board telescopes (yellow, blue, and gray cones) from the previously ejected vehicle motor (purple label) to the subpayload (white cylinder with green label). MPL was able to show mission managers and engineers that the current trajectory and attitude configuration would meet this mission objective.

In addition to line of sight and link analysis reports, which have to do primarily with communications, feasibility may be desired using different aspects of a mission. One example is trajectory or attitude formulation to meet mission requirements. MPL can dynamically display current trajectory and attitude configurations for flight engineers to assess position and maneuvers for specific mission objectives (Fig. 10). If the current configuration shows that the objectives are not met, another iteration of trajectory and attitude can be created and displayed.

Another example to demonstrate the feasibility of a mission is to use MPL to display solar aspect angles to determine an optimum launch time for payload experiments and optical camera station tracking. Payload experiments range from requiring abundant sunlight to hardly any sunlight. Optical camera stations tracking the vehicle require no direct sunlight pointing into the camera lens as well as no backlighting. The combination of requirements produces a unique problem which MPL can solve by varying the time of day and analyzing the solar aspect angles formed relative to vehicle/payload and camera location (Fig. 11).

C. Variability

MPL provides the ability to adjust various vehicle and mission characteristics to improve mission performance or success. As a visualization tool, MPL can display multiple trajectories and attitudes for comparison in conjunction with other mission parameters such as mobile telemetry and radar assets (Fig. 12). MPL also has the ability to vary onboard sensor locations and launch time/date for scheduling purposes. Simulating the variability of a mission allows customers to make cost benefit or mission assurance decisions.

Variability is directly connected to feasibility, discussed in the previous section. When assessing a mission’s feasibility, if certain criteria are not met by the current mission design, mission parameters can be varied to meet the criteria. For example, examine a mission with trade-offs in ground station locations for line of sight to the launch vehicle payload. Assume the minimum success criteria for a payload experiment is 60 seconds of data downlink to a ground station. If the current nominal trajectory only provides 45 seconds of data, determined in the feasibility process by an MPL line of sight or link margin analysis report, the variability process can begin by adjusting trajectory parameters to give the ground station increased access time to the payload (Fig. 13).

Another solution is to identify other geographic locations that are included in WFF ground asset sites for mobile radar and telemetry. MPL has electronically cataloged all WFF range assets and parameters to be incorporated into a simulation scenario quickly and easily, streamlining the
feasibility-variability process.

D. Certainty

MPL can represent the accuracy of calculated mission parameters, through its sophisticated 3D graphics and/or detailed output reports and graphs. The most valuable aspect of MPL verifying and validating mission certainty is in comparing pre-flight results of MPL with post-flight analysis incorporated in MPL.

MPL reflects the accurate analysis of many mission parameters in a single simulation scenario. Continually logging occasions when MPL simulations match pre-flight or post-flight analysis results obtained by specialized engineers give MPL its well-known credibility and prove its reliability. Elements contained in the verification and validation log span a variety of topics such as accurate yaw, pitch, and roll rates, look angles from ground stations to vehicles, on-board telescope field of view and pointing, calculated optimum launch window, calculated satellite lifetime decay, and magnetic field vector locations (Figs. 14, 15).

III. RESULTS

To increase flexibility and ease of customer service, MPL produces a variety of deliverables that are versatile and mobile. The deliverables range from an entire simulation and visualization environment to text file reports of specific mission parameters. MPL provides pre-flight and post-flight mission analysis, mission visualization, radar link analysis, and custom reports and graphs.

At the lowest level of detail and capability, MPL has enabled the ability to export vehicle trajectory and other simulation object elements to be viewed in Google Earth (Fig. 16). This is accomplished by creating KML files from the simulation parameters, which can be opened in conjunction with the GIS data and map resources of Google Earth to show 3D images of flight path, one of the advantages of this MPL product. Another advantage of KML files is quick delivery to the customer; MPL has an automated utility which reads simulation data and writes KML files.

Slightly increasing the level of detail and capability,
MPL can provide users with snapshots or images of the 3D and/or 2D simulated animation. These snapshots can include report parameters, such as time, altitude, and sun angle, but are limited in the fact that the image is static. Snapshot images only provide a fixed view of mission details, but can be created quickly for urgent customer needs (Fig. 1). The snapshots can be of almost any image file type, .jpg, .tif, .png, etc, and the size of the file is accordingly dependent.

At the next highest level of detail and capability is the media file. MPL can create and record media files, such as AVI or WMV, to play on any computer or media player. These files allow visualization of the mission in time-dynamic 3D animation and viewing from multiple perspectives. Media files can also present reports and graphs, but are limited in detail to the capacity of dynamic information that a human can see in a single display. Media files are much slower in delivery than snapshots images and KML files, as they require much more time to orchestrate. Another drawback to media files are large file sizes that can result from incorporating a large number of analytical data, such as GIS, reports, and multiple view perspectives.

The MPL product at the very highest level of detail and capability is a bundled simulation environment. With this environment, users can visualize a mission from any desired perspective in time-dynamic 3D animation, as well as access detailed reports and graphs at the click of a button. This file includes many mission details, such as radar coverage, link analysis, 3D vehicle and payload models, and measurements. The file gives the user nearly full control of the mission simulation output; maintaining the capability to interface with ArcGIS, allowing the user to import and overlay any GIS data desired, as well as the ability to create their own snapshot images and media files of the 3D and/or 2D visualization window. The only shortcomings to the bundled simulation environment are it requires a specialized viewer application to open and the file size can become large quickly depending on the data included.

IV. CONCLUSION

Missions supported by MPL have seen many benefits due to rapid mission prototyping and visual capabilities. Current capabilities of MPL are:

- Ingest, generate vehicle and spacecraft trajectories.
- Incorporate vehicle and spacecraft attitude maneuvers.
- Utilize detailed 3D mechanical models.
- Depict stage separation events.
- Illustrate payload deployment.
- Simulate line of sight and link margin analysis for ground and space based assets.
- Display atmospheric layers.
- Depict terrain with GIS.
- Simulate ocean vessel traffic near launch locations for range safety.
- Automatic report and graph generation.
- Mixed media – integrating KML files, live video, and simulation scenarios into a single MPL product.

MPL allows project managers, engineers, and scientists to identify potential risks and issues early in the project development cycle, saving time and money. Post mission modeling through MPL also offers benefits to investigators of mission anomalies by showing customers what actually happened in a powerful visualization environment enhanced with reports and graphs.

V. FUTURE WORK

Despite the advanced simulation, visualization, and analysis abilities that MPL currently has, unused resources and capabilities remain which will increase the visibility, feasibility, variability, and certainty of MPL. The following are some areas of research and development for the near future:

- Optimize range safety tools.
- Build a suite of rocket motor models.
- Provide products which display on Science on a Sphere.
- Incorporate magnetic field model.
- Capitalize on interface with MATLAB.
- Remodel plume attenuation using actual post-flight data.
- Utilize a wider variety of reports and graphs.
- Increase efficiency of ocean vessel traffic modeling.
- Expand capabilities beyond launch vehicles and spacecraft to Uninhabited Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and scientific balloons.

MPL has also yielded a real-time spin-off project called Visualization in Real Time Experiment (VIRTEX). In this project, the same simulation environment MPL customers are accustomed to viewing can be seen during real-time flight operations. The VIRTEX environment uses the same detailed 3D mechanical models and dynamic reports utilized by MPL. VIRTEX displays vehicle attitude maneuvers, stage separation events, and dynamic alphanumeric reports on mission parameters as data enters the WFF Range Control Center during powered vehicle flight.
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